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Text Cente r Hlt On Flre Hazards
BY DIANNE STEPHANIS

Oracle Staff Writer

A deputy state fire marshall
investigating whether the foam
insulation in USF's textbook
center violates state fire
prevention standards discovered
four deficiencies in the center's
facilities for fire prevention and
control.
The July 5th investigation by
Tampa Deputy State Fire
Marshall W.B. Thompkins
"accidentally" uncovered

violations of state fire standards
involving the placement of extinguishers, a system of detection , and methods of getting in
and out of the two textbook center
buildings. The safety of the insulation was not determined.
"ACTION IS being taken on the

recommendations, " William
Mills, USF Safety Planning officer, said Moniday.
The Deputy State Fire
Marshall for Tallahassee, Bobby

Johnson, said that Tompkins
following
the
reported
"deficiencies:" That fire extinguishers were not hung in the
buildings; that the corridor
connecting the buildings has a
non-rated door (not tested or
approved for fire resistance);
that there was no fire detection
system; and that there was only
one exit from one of the buildings
(state Jaw requires two).
"The fire extinguishers have
been taken care of," Jack Burns,

. ·. . .

'

.. ·

service coordinator for the
textbook center, said Monday
nig~~:.
JOSEPH

in
Ostermann
Facilities Planning is responsible
for changes in the "non-rated"
door and the exits, Mills said.
-
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The Board of Regents <BOR)
Program and Communications
Committee has recommended
three USF masters programs be
placed on one year's probation
and permission be denied the
University to plan a PhD
program in physics.
However, the committee
suggested granting USF' planning
permission for three new masters
programs as well as PhD in
A fourth
Medical Sciences.
masters program, humanities,
requested by the University is
"still in the works ," a BOR
spokesman said yesterday .
TllE TllHEE areas that may
be placed on probation include
botany, rri icrobiology ( bacteriology> and astronomy . The
spokesman said the probation
was recommended because these
areas . " had produced less than
two graduates per year over a
three year period, or a total of six
graduates in this period."
Dr. Heinrich Eichorn -von
Wurmb, chairman of the
Astronomy Department , agreed
his department had previously
pro·duced low numbers of
· graduates, but "last year had
five graduates, and this year will
have three or four . I don 't really
know why they recommended
this."
Eichorn said the University
requested the BOR not place the
program on probation, but noteci.
" If they <BOR> do, it won 't mean
He said the
very much ."
probably probation "won't help
our morale any.''
"THERE IS no point having an
Astronomy Department if you
are not going to have students,"
the BOR representative said.
"There is no point having top
quality stuff if nobody is going to
buy it."
Dr . John Briggs, USF director
of Graduate Studies, said the
Astronomy Department has
recently "produced a relatively
large number of graduates," but
noted botany and microbiology
are still low in production. He
said these programs may "very
probably" be combined with a
masters program in zoology but
said, "The department has not
·
requested this."
The BOR spokesman said

another study will be made next
year when probatiop ends, and if
programs have produced at least
six graduates in the past three
years, the status will be removed.
ACCORnING to BOR sources,
planning for the physics degree
was denied because · irnch
programs are " rather expensive,
there is no demand for PhD
graduates in physics in the state
or nation at this time, and there
already two universities in the
State University System that
offer PhDs in physics ."
"The only PhD program we
recommended pl a nning permission for was USF, (medical
sciences) so they should be
pretty grateful for that, " a BOR
spokesman said .
Briggs said the recommended
denial of the physics program
was "particularly unfortunate."
"The department has achiev'ed
notable stature in faculty and
research facilities," Briggs said.
"There is simply a gener::'l interest in this area and there ought
to be an opportunity for students
to pursue physics at a PhD
level."

Mills recommended that
"action be deferred" on the
installation of a fire detection
system until a university-wide
study of safety features is
completed.
"There is no requirement that .
it (the textbook center) can't be
used until the situation is
corrected," Johnson said. "The
University can't be expected to
do anything until funds are
available," he added.
THE PURPOSE of Tompkins'
investigation was to determine if
the polyurethane foam used as
insulation in the textbook center
violated state fire prevention
standards.

Regents Urge
Probation For 3
Grad Programs
BY SANDRA WRIGHT

..

· "There is no, requirement that it (the
textbook center) can't be use.d .until the
.·, . ·
situation is corrected." ·
<,
Bobby
. .. . ·.
- J .·ohilson
-

"Tompkins was not able to
determine the flame spread
rating of the material (the time
it takes for a flame to spread over
The init)," Johnson said.
formation , he added, would have
to be obtained from the building's
With the flame
contractor.
spread rating , the state fire
marshal! can determine whether
the insulation is a violation of
state safety standards. Without
the rating, Johnson said, the
office can take no action to
correct the situation.

Oracle Photo by Bob Fiallo

Some Harmony For The Doctor
Robbie Montgomery and Jesse Smith sing in Dr.
John•s revue which appeared in concert Friday at Curtis
Hixon Hall, along with Jeff Beck, Tim Bogert and
Carmine Appice. See page 7 for photos, interview and
review.

THE EXPOSED foam insulation, which gives off toxic
gases when burned, would
violate city building codes if USF
were within Tampa city limits,
Tampa fire marshall Joe Gomez
said several weeks ago .
But " state institutions are
re local
from
exempt
quirements, " Johnson noted.
He said, however, that the
director of the National Fire
Prevention Association has
recommended that anywhere this
material is used, it should becovered by sheet rock, plaster,
concrete, or other comparable
material.
Johnson said the fire marshall 's office rarely takes action
to close facilities which fail to
uphold fire prevention and
control standards.
"It would have to be !llighty
bad before we'd close any
building down," Johnson said.

White House Phones Are Tapped
(UPI>
WASHINGTON
President Nixon 's conversations
and telephone calls in the White

House and at Camp David have
been recorded on his orders since
1970, presumably "for posterity ,"

***Nixon's
Say·s

FCC
Taps Are lllegal'
1

WASHINGTON <UPI) - President Nixon acted illegally when
he ordered telephone calls at the White House and Camp Da,vid
·
silently taped, FCC officials said yesterday.
However, Senate Watergate committee counsel Samuel R.
Dash said that under the 1968 Safe Streets Act a personal conversation may be recorded with the knowledge of one of the
participants - in this case, the President.
"Yes, it was illegal," a Federal Communications Commission
spokesman said. "To tape a telephone conversation without
recorder connector equipment which produces a loud 'beep' to
let the parties know they are being taped is in violation of
telephone company rules. And we set up the rules and
regulations for the phone company."
Fred Langbein, news service manager for the Chesapeake
and Potomac Telephone Co. which serves greater Washington,
agreed with the FCC interpretation.
"It is a violation of our tariff regulations," Langbein said.
Langbein said he didn't know what his company would do in the
case of the offending White House.

former White House Deputy
Assistant Alexander P . Butterfield testified yesterday.
The White House confirmed
that the listening devices were
still in operation and Butterfield,
now Federal Aviation administrator, said he believed
Nixon would use the tapes "in
defense of his own position" in
the Watergate scandal.
DISCOVERY OF the White
House tapes was made by Donald G. Sanders, a former FBI
agent who is a staff investigator
for the Senate Watergate committee. Sanders said his curiosity
was aroused by ousted White
House counsel John W. Dean III,
who testified that he believed the
President had taped their April 15
discussion.
During a routine "proximity
investigation" of Butterfield as a
former White House aide, Sanders said he raised the taping
question and drew a reluctant
positive answer .
Samuel Dash, chief counsel of
the Watergate committee, said
both former White House chief of
Staff H.R. Haldeman and his top

aide, Larry Higby, failed to tell of
the tapes. Dash stopped short of
Continued on Page 3

S~cond

Registra.tion
Undervvay
A second .e arly registration
for Qtr. 1 is being conducted
until July 20 from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Students who .a ttended USF during Qtr . .3 or
who are currently enrolled are
eligible to register at this
c
·
time.
Evening registration for
Qtr. twill t>e July ts from 4:30

tofp.m. .

· ·'

'

·

· Registration. forms for : all
continuing students other than,
those in the College5 of·
Language-Literature and
Engineering are avaUable in
Students
296:
ADM
registering for LanguageLiterature or Engineering
should pick up forms in the
·
college offices.
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Shultz To Announce Phase IV
WASHINGTON <UPI) - The
public will get a look at President
Nixon's Phase IV wage-price
controls later this week. the
White House said yesterday, but
Nixon · himself won't be making
the announcement.
Nixon's illnes:; has ruled out the
nationwide television speech
that. in the past, has been used to
introduce major shifts in
economic policy.
Instead, Treasury Secretary
Goerge P. Shultz, the President's
No. 1 economic adviser, probably
will brief congressional lea.ders,
Cabin~t members and th<! press
on the Phase · IV. stabilization
program. which will succeed the
r'.urrent price freeze.

John.N.Mitchell
NEW YORK <UPI l - Former
Attorney General John N. Mitchell requested
dismissal
yesterday of his perjury and
conspiracy
indictment
on
grounds the Watergate hearings
would make it impossible for him
to receive a fair trial.
If his motion for dismissal fails,
Mitchell asked that he then be
tried in another federal district
and that the trial, now scheduled

for Sept. 11, be delayed indefinitely.

Cars Recalled
DETROIT <UPll - General
Motors said yesterday H has
begun notifying the owners of
3,100 Chevelle, Malibu, El
Camino, Le Mans, Century and
Sprint cars and 5,800 mediumduty trucks of possible brake
problems on their vehicles. All
are 1973 models.

UAW Negotiate
DETROIT <UPI l - General
Motors and the United Auto
Workers began negotiating a new
contract yesterday for more than
400,000 workers, expressing
confidence they can reach a noninflationary settlement without.a
strike in mid-September.

Narcotics
WASHINGTON
WPll
Federal narcotics agents were
given new, more precise orders
yesterday on how to carry out
drug raids, with the aim of

heading off mistaken raids at
homes of innocent persons.
The policy, a combination of
existing and new instructions to
agents, includes restrictions on
the use of so-called no-knock
authority, forced entry and
firearms, and requirements for
proper dress and identification.

Nuclear Tests
PAPEETE, TAHITI <UPI) - A
flurry of Frency military activity
in the South Pacific suggested
yesterday that France was on the
verg·e of beginning its controv~rsial series of atmospheric
nucle~r tests above.. Murliroa
Atoll.

Rogers & Japan
TOKYO <UPll - Secretary of
State William P. Rogers called on
Jap!ln yesterday "to assume a
greater share" of promoting
peace in Asia without cutting
back on existing military ties
with the United States.

Phnom Penh
PHNOM PENH <UPI>
Cambodian troops, backed by
U.S.
warplanes,
battled
guerrillas on all sides of Phnom

(world ·

lnewsb riefs

Penh yesterday in attempt to
keep Communists from cutting
off the besieged capital.

UN Committee
UNITED NATIONS <UPI) - A
35-nation special committee
convened · yesterday to begin
work on possible United Nations
action against global terrorism
but adjourned in five minutes,
unable to agree on election of a
chairman.

Nixon Recovery
<UPI)
WASHINGTON
President Nixon, past the midway point in recovery from viral
pneumonia, continued to show
improvement yesterday and
could be out of the hospital by
Thursday or Friday, his doctors
reported.
"He is progressing satisfactorily," said Dr. Sol Katzn a lung

Hit And Run Victim Found Dead
TAMP<\ <UP fl - Police vowed
an all-out effort yesterday to find
a shaggy-haired youth who
deliberately ran down three
children with his car and sped
away with the limp body of one of
its victims.
Habyn Caton. :i, died early
yesterday from injuries she
received in the bizarre incident
Saturday night. A few hours
later. the body of her t:l-year-old
sister, H.oxanne, who had been
picked up off the roadside by the
driver and carried away, was
found in a field a few miles
distant.
TllE ('lllLl>HEN were walking
single file facing the traffic, The
killer-car, a late-fiOs Camaro. with
a blue body and white top and
oversized tires headl•d in the
same direction, had to cross the
road. to hit thl' children from
behind.
Curtis and neighbors said the
car circled the hlock several
times with its lights off before
veering across the road.
The driver was described by
Curtis as about 20 years old, thin,
with. shoulder length hair. He
was barefoot and wi>re only cutoff
dungaree shorts.
Police authorities said late last
night that the suspect's car had
been located in Pinellas Park,
bore numerous USlt~ stickers and
parking decals and that police in
Tampa were questioning a
female acquaintance of the
suspect.

Skylab U
CAPE KENNEDY <UPil -Launch officials yesterday
carefully tested the com munications system aboard the
command module that will carry
three more astronauts to Skylab
July 28 for an eight-week space
research mission.
The countdown clock, started
late Sunday, continued to tick

r-florida
l

news briefs

along without problems, aimmg
first_ at a simulated launch
Friday morning of the 224-foot
tall Saturn IB rocket that will
push the crew up to the orbiting
sp<1cc station.
.Astronauts Alan L. Bean, Owen
K. Garriott and Jack R. Lousma
kept up a busy schedule of
training at. the Johnson Space
Center in Houston for their
mission, expected to double the
first Skylab crew's space endurance record.
The three space explorers will
be doing a variety of investigations about th.e sun . the
Parth and the Cft:.eCt of long
periods in space on ·man during
their a(i-day journey.

Biennial Budget
TALLAHASSEE
(UPI l-S<tying that Florida alreadv has
enough laws to last a while: Sen.
David H. McClain proposed
yesterday that the legislature
dl•v-0te alternate years to writing
hiennial budgets.
McClain. H-Tainpa. filed a
constitutional amendment that
would have the legislature
working only on fiscal matters in
odd-numbered
years.
and
spt11ding even-numbered
sessions on rewriting the
criminal.
civil
and
administrative code.

"Suns of Dixie" motorcycle
group in what police said was the
climax of a "bad blood" feud.
Albritton said the group had
encountered no trouble Sunclay
evening during their outing, but
said there had been "an
argument" several weeks ago.
He declined to elaborate on the
argument.

ERA Revived
TALLAHASSEE <UPI>
Reviving the women's rights
battle in the Florida Legislature,
Rep. Elaine Gordon D-Miami,
announced. yesterday she has
introduced a bill to ratify the
Equal Rights Amendment <ERA>
in the 1974 session, but Rep. 'Ray·
Mattox,
b-Winter
Haven,
predicted certain death for the
bill.

DAVIE <UPll---Three gunmen
barged into a second floor
apartment here yesterday and
executed three members of the

to all on a non-discriminatory basis, without regard to race, color, religion, sex, age or
The University is an affirmative action Equal Opportunity Em-

Food Prices
<UPI-JACKSONVILLE
Agriculture Commissioner Doyle
Conner said yesterday the
current high food prices resulted
from high demand due to big
wage increases and low supply
due to bad weather and "massive
sales" to Russia and China.

New Appointee
TALLAHASSEE <UPI)--Gov.
Reubin Askew yesterday appointed Robert Glenn Stokes of
Lakeland as an additional Circuit
Judge for the 10th Judicial Circuit.
Stokes, has served as an
Assistant Attorney General, City
Attorney in Lakeland, Auburndale and Mulberry, and as a City
Judge in Lakeland.
Askew also appointed John
Edwin Hankal, of St. Augustine
Beach as an additional County
Judge in St. Johns County.

Earthquake
MEXICO CITY <UPIJ - An
earthq'Uake shook this mountain
capital briefly yesterday,
causing tall buildings to sway and
sending many fearful residents
running into the streets.
There were no reports of
serious damage, however.

Jail Revolt
PO WHATAN, VA. <UPil - A 12hour rebellion involving 400 inmates at the Virginia State
Prison Farm was quelled
yesterday by state police using
tear gas, dogs and persuasion.

Air proposal hit
WASHINGTON <UPil - The
Sierra Club said yesterday the
government's new proposals to
keep clean air from getting dirty
are
a
flagrant,
defiant
disobedience of the law.
The club, a conservation group
which won a Supreme Court
decision last month forbidding
any significant deterioration in
the quality of clean air, said it
would go back to court this week.
against the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPAJ.
The EPA Friday put forth four
alternative proposals which it
said would restrict future growth
and development in such a way
that presently clean air would not
be allowed to get as dirty as
federal antipollution standards
might otherwise allow.
r

wtather
Partly cloudy through
·Wednesday with a 30
percent chance of thun'Winds 5-10
dershowers.
mph, gusty near thundershowers.

New Licenses
TALLAHASSEE . <UPI>--The
head of the Highway Safety and
Motor Vehicles Department,
Ralph C. Davis, said yesterday
Florida drivers will not start
getting licenses with their pictures on them until Dec. 1.
That means a five-month
reprieve for about 3-million
motorists who were to have
started paying an extra 50 cents

l/103 W. KEN"1E.DY 8LV0.

Tonite thru Sunday

'Bad Blood'

The Oracle is the official student-edited newspaper of the University of South
Florida and is published four times weekly, Tuesday through Friday, during the
academic year period September through mid-June; twice during the academic year
period mid-June through August, by the University of South Florida, 4202 Fowler
Ave., Tampa, Fla. 33620.
Opinions expressed in The Oracle are those of the editors or of ·t he writer and not
those of the University of South Florida. Address correspondence to The Oracle, LAN
472, Tampa, Fla., 33620.
Second class postage paid at Tampa, Fla. The Oracle reserves the right to regulate
the typographical tone of all advertisements and revise or turn away copy it considers
objectionable.
Programs, activities and facilities of the University of South Florida are available
national origin.
ployer.

per license at the start of this
month.

specialist on the team treating
Nixon at Bethesda Naval
Hospital.
"He's vivacious,
loquatious
an excellent
patient."

(Formerly
Ironside Tavern)

''SAGE"

Now Open
at 11 a.m.!

THE Wl-IIPPIN ms
Florida Ave. North of Fletcher

SERVING SANDWICHES AND $1.00 PITCHERS TIL 6
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STUDENT FINANCES
Howell Cuts Budget Of
Student Finance Board

Space Committee Meets
On Eviction Of SG Board
BY LINDA HUMANN
Oracle Staff Writer

The decision by Vice Pres. for
Student Affairs Joe Howell to
evict the Student Finance
Committee (SFC) from its office
in the Administration Building
will be considered by . the
University Space Committee
Wednesday.
·
Last week Howell gave SFC till
yesterday to move into a new
office on the second .floor of the
UC.
BUT SG PRES. Bill Davis
complained SFC was being
evicted -without approval of the
Space Commftiee, so Howell
decided to let SFC stay in its
office until the committee considers his decision.
Howell is a member of the
Space Committee, along with
Albert Hartley, vice president for
Finance and Planning, Ken
vice
Thompson, assistant
president for Administrative
Affairs, and Carl Riggs, vice
president for Academic Affairs.
THE SPACE
Committee
probably will approve Howell's
decision, Albert Hartley, committee member, said. "I don't
anticipate any problem. The
committee will probably take
Howell's recommendation as a
matter of routine."

The eviction decision should be
approved so that the space
shortage in the administration
building can be alleviated, Chuck
Hewitt, assistant to the vice
president for Student Affairs,
said.

BY MIKE ARCHER
Oracle Staff Writer

Davis said he and Carvalho will
attend the meeting, which is
usually ·closed, to submit an
appeal to the committee. According to Davis, the Space
Committee's decision might go
either way.

Dr. Joe Howell

USF Pres. Cecil Mackey approved the revised Activities and
Service Fee <ASF) Budget
Friday, and accepted a Student
Finance Committee <SFC)
recommendation to increase
funds
for
women's
intercollegiatte athletics.
However, the increase which
SFC recommended will be taken
from their budget, acco.rding to

Baldwi·n Accepts Interim
Information Office Post
USF Mass Communication
lecturer Donald Baldwin has
been appointed acting director of
the Office of Information Services, · succeeding
former
director Dennis McClendon, who
resigned last month.
University Relations Director
Jim Vickery said yesterday
Baldwin will serve as an "on the
job consultant" to suggest ways
to improve th,e Information
Services, to "make it easier for
the next guy."
"HE'S DOING it as a favor to

the University and to
me,"
Vickery said. "He'll give us the
benefit of his experience."
Baldwin, former editor and
president of the St. Petersburg
Times, will head Information
Services ·for about six weeks,
during which Vickrey said he will
look for a new director.
"I have a drawer-full of
prospects," said Vickery. "But
no one in particular is under
consideration."
VICKERY SAID McClendon
quit because "he thought I was

requiring too much work for too
few people," and that Baldwin
"will hopefully shed some light
on some of our problems."
Baldwin said he plans to
continue teaching and that his
appointment is only temporary,
but he thought he could begin
improving the Office of Information Services in the short
time he will be director.
"I'm absolutely not a candidate
for Dennis McClendon's job,"
Baldwin said. But "I think I can
help those people out in six weeks
quite a bit."

State Campus Po/lee Will Get Pay Boosts
An overall pay hike is in line for
police officers in the state's nine
universities and 27 community
colleges as a result of a bill
passed in the last session of the
Florida legislature.
Director of Public Safety and
Security Jack Prehle said all
officers will receive a $143 a

month raise regardless of their
present pay grade status, adding
the bill "specifically excluded
directors."
Prehle said the raise is intended to bring the starting
salary of a state employed police
officer closer to that of local law
enforcement officers.

Nixon-----------------Continued from Page l

saying Haldeman and Higby had
purposely misled the committee,
but added that "nobody had ever
told us of this possibility."
BUTTERFIELD was also an
aide to Haldeman.
The tapes presumably could
corroborate -- or knock down--

accounts of conversations that
ousted White House Counsel John
W. Dean III testified he had with
Nixon implicating the President
in the Watergate cover-up.
Dash told reporters he was
"sure" the panel would seek the
tapes of Watergate conversations
that Nixon had with Dean and
others.

Currently, starting salary for a
USF University Police <UP)
officer is $7,392 with the new raise
boosting that to $9,108.
This new figure, Preble said,
will narrow the gap between UP
and the City of Tampa which
pays its officers $9,227.
"It is my understanding that
the pay increase will begin Aug.
3," Preble said. "As far as I
know, for University officers it
will be retroactive to July 1."
The pay hike also applies to

officers in the state's Beverage
Department and the Safety and
Motor Vehicle section of the
Florida Highway Patrol, Preble
added.

Vice Pres. for Student Affairs Joe
Howell.
IN A LETTER last Friday.
Mackey told Howell to get an
additional $5,000 for women's
athletics from any one of a
number of accounts, including a
$217 ,000
"deferred
bulky
maintenance fund" for the UC.
Howell, who disagreed last
week with SFC's recomendaticn
to cut the deferred maintenance
fund moved Friday to cut the SFC
Budget $5,000 to ·pay for the boost
in women's athletics.
SFC Chairman Tony Carvalho
said he was surprised when he
learned of the cut because Howell
had done it without notifying him
and then gone on vacation.
HOWELL'S recommendations.
approved Friday allow for a
$50,000 reserve level and provide
for continuation of the $217,000
maintenance fund.
"This is about twice as much as
it should be," Carvalho said
yesterday.
"Deferred maintenance is a good principle but
the figure is way to9 high."
The SFC recommendations
would have shifted $10,000 from
the maintenance fund to UC
operating costs and provided
$15.785 for
women's
intercollegiate athletics.
CARVALHO said Howell told
him deferred maintenance wa!'
ideally 3 per cent of the
replacement value of the building
which Carvalho estimates to be
about $3,048,263.
According to Howell's 3 per
cent recommendation. Carvalho
said the fund should be $91,447.89-about half of what it is now, and
the current fund is over 6.6 per
cent of the value of the building.

"'Franchised Dealer
SALES and SERVICE

Pellets for Bean
Bag Chair~
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r----- ------ ----------I
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Deans Eye Meeti ng In Public
BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle Staff Writer
USF's Council of Deans will
discuss whether to hold open
meetings during a closed:door
session today, according to Dr.
Carl Riggs, vice president for
Academic· Affairs.
"If we come up with good logic
for doing it, then I'd recommend
we do it," Riggs said last night.
"We're not just talking about the
Council of Deans, we're talking
about virtually every meeting on
campus."
RIGGS SAID he will · forward
the deans' recommendations as
well as his own, to Pres. Cecil
Mackey, who has final authority
in the matter, according to Riggs.
Mackey said he would "wait and
see what they (deans) decided"
before making his decision.
The Oracle polled all nine USF
deans for their reactions to open
meetings as well as split sessions.
The divided sessions were
suggested by The Oracle so all
personnel and preliminary
matters could be discussed in
private meetings. None of the
deans expressed objections to
split sessions.
"Frankly; I have no strong
<open
it
about
feelings
meetings)," Dr. Donn Smith,
dean of Medicine, said. "As far
as I'm concerned, I have no
strong feelings against it."
SMITH SAID he "wouldn't be
upset" if the meetings were open
to the public, but noted he had
"quit commenting" on council
meetings.
"I've got kind of a mixed bag of
feelings about that," Dean Edgar
Kopp, of Engineering, said. "If
the meetings were open, I guess
we could still have them."
Kopp said he was unsure of the
effect the press would have on
meetings if they were completely
open, and noted "if the meetings
are forced open, the character

Carl Riggs
will change and something else
will fill the vacuum." However,
he said a split meeting
arrangement may be "very
simple and informative."
"A LOT OF things do need to be
out in the open; I do admit this,"
Kopp said.
Dr. Thomas Rich, outgoing
dean of Social and Behavioral
Science, said he had "mixed
feelings" about open deans'
sessions. He said open meetings
would "change the structure" in
a way comparable to "county
commissions under the Sunshine
Law."
"I have no objections to letting
people know how I voted on
something," Rich said. He noted
he would "have no objection" to
open sessions for voting on
academic matters.
temporary
Rich's
replacement, Acting Dean Travis
Northcutt, was unavailable for
comment yesterday.
"OCCASIONALLY there are
meetings that are 'deans only,'
but otherwise they almost always
could be open," Acting-Dean
Kemper Merriam, of Business
Administration, said. "In most
cases, nothing too personal is
discussed."
Acting Fine Arts Dean C.W.
Houk said he generally felt the

Senate Okays New
S~U Grade Policy
BY LINDA BUM ANN
Oracle Staff Writer
Proposals for a new S-U
grading policy and 45-hour rule
were approved by the Faculty
Senate last Wednesday.
If approved by Vice Pres. for
Academic Affairs Carl Riggs, the
proposals could go into effect as
early as Fall Quarter of this year
or as late as fall of next year, said
Dr. Robert Whitaker, chairman
of the Senate committee.
THE NEW S-U policy "insures
transferability of USF courses to
The
other institutions."
revamped 45-hour rule would
allow upper level students more
"mobility," Whitaker said .
Under the proposed S-U policy,
instructors would give the
registrar an A,B,C,D, or F grade
for each student. The Registrar
would then change C or above
grades to an "S" and D or F
grades to a "U ,"but would keep a
record of the original letter
grade.
"GRAD SCHOOLS, too, are
uncertain how to evaluate S-U
grades. A student trying to get in
may have a rough tim e," Ben
Johnson , student member of the
Faculty Senate committee, sa id.
Currently , the Registrar
receives only an "S" or a "U"
from instructors. Because USF
can't guarantee other colleges
and universities that an "S"
represents C work, courses taken
on an S-U basis sometimes aren 't
accepted for transfer credit.
The propo sed ·l:i-hour rule

stipulates only that students must
complete half--45 hours--of their
upper level work at USF. The
rule now in effect requires that
the last half be complete on this
campus.
married
said
Whitaker
students frequently need to leave
the University during their last 45
hours to follow a spouse who has
a job in another city or state.
Permission to leave is usually
granted, Whitaker said, but the
new rule would save them the
petitioning involved in getting
permission.

Council of Deans "would be much
closed."
effective
more
However, he said he could see a
possibility for split meetings .
"I can see where such an
arrangement could be made,"
Houk said. "If the purpose is to
open the lines of communication,
and some people feel they are
closed, then they could be held
and held quite effectively."
"IN MOST instances, it
probably wouldn't make any
difference," . outgoing Dean
Theodore Ashford of Natural
"I wouldn't
Science said.
violently oppose it (open
meetings)."
Ashford said he thought the
presence of other persons might
"cramp the style" of meetings,
but said he "wouldn't really"
oppose open sessions. "I don't
feel strongly about it," he said.
Nursing Dean Gwendolyn
McDonald said she felt Council of
Deans meetings would be "a
waste of press time." "It doesn 't
matter what I or any of the deans
think about it, the President has
already made the decision it
should be <closed)," she said.
"I SUPPOSE it (the council)
would function the way it does
now if it were open," McDonald
said.
Education Dean Roger Wilk
said he would express " no
reactions until I get better informed, " because he is only in his
fourth week as a dean at USF. He
said he did not "know the issue
well enough" to comment.
"I only know about the Sunshine Law in a general way,"
said Wilk, who is from Minnesota. "In general I feel about a
university that there ought to be
places where preliminary policy
developments can be made in
private; but there also ought to
be completely open forums,"
"PERSONALLY, I don't think
it'd effect what I'd say," Dean
Philip Rice, of LanguageLiterature, said . "I don't think it
would make much difference."
Rice said the Council of Deans
only discusses personnel matters
"once in a while."
"From a purely personal view,

it (open sessions) wouldn't bother
me," he said.
DR. JAMES Dickinson, former
dean of Education and now
assistant vice president for
Academic Affairs, said he felt the
decision of open or closed
meetings should be made by "the
deans themselves ."
"In my opinion, the deans
ought to be free to set any rules,"
"The deans
Dickinson said.
themselves ought to be able to
make up their minds themselves."
Dr. William Scheurle, assistant
vice president for Academic
Affairs, said he generally felt the

deans should "be able to advise in
private." However, he noted ht•
had no part in forming Council of
Deans' policy or rules .
"THAT'S DH. Riggs' baby."
Scheurle said .
According to Riggs, the last
time the deans discussed open
meetings "they unanimously said
no," but added he will present thl'
matter again today. "There are
always possibilities." he said.
"I will consult them (deans l
about it (open or split sessions l ...
Riggs said . "We will discuss it.
and if everyone says 'let's do it.'
there will be no need for a formal
vote."

ORACLE EDITOR
APPLICATIONS
BEING ACCEPTED
Applications are now being accepted for editor of
ApThe Oracle, beginning Quarter I, 1973.
plications will be received from Undergraduates
who meet the . following minimum criteria:
Minimum cumulative G PR of 2.5 at the time of
application; successful completion of college-level
course in Beginning Reporting and Advanced
Reporting, and Beginning News Editing, or the
equivalent in experience related to the position; a
letter of recommendation, addressed to the
Director of Student Publications, from a
professional or teacher in the field of journalismmass communications, to be selected by the applicant, confirming the experience arid quality of
performance of the applicant.
Application forms may be obtained in the Office
of Student Publications, LAN 472, between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday .
The deadline for submitting applications is July 18.
The Director of Student Publications will certify
whether each applicant meets the minimum
criteria and eligible applicants will be interviewed
individually by the staff members of The Oracle
beginning at 2 p.m. Friday, July 20th. The staff
me.mbers will evaluate the appllcant's
Qualifications and program proposals by vote and
submit the results to the Director for his
to the Board of Student
recommendation
Publications and the Vice President for Student
Affairs.
The University is an Equal Opportunity Employer, and no applicant will be
rejected on the basis of race, religion, or sex.
Advert: semen!

I joined whole-heartedly in the applause for the bananas number,
the phallic outrageousness of which is even more startling today.
-Andrew Sarris, The Village Voice

Those who consider Berkeley a master consider this his masterpiece.
It is his maddest film.
-Pauline Kael, The New Yorker

CAR SALES
11650 N. Nebraska Ave.
(corner Fowle.r)

971-0990

1973 TOYOTA
CORONA DELUXE
4 Dr. Fact. Air
Radio Heat
Vinyl Top
$2895
Bank Financing
am to !J:IJ{) pm
Sun . l :OOto:. : 11<1

Op(~n ~J:()()

Wcdnc~ulay,

July 18 8:00 pm LAN IO:l

7~

Film Art Series
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Busby Berkeley
Hosts The Gang
Busby Berkeley's only color spectacular, "The
Gang's All Here," will be shown Wednesday at 8
p.m. in LAN 103.
The 1943 musical stars Alice Faye and Carmen
Miranda, pictured in her famous banana number.
The Film Art ~eries, sponsorers of the film, will
also present the December, 1943 newsreel which
accompanied the film at its original premiere at
New Y .>rk's Roxy Theatre.
Admission to the film, which features
kaleidoscopic camera effects, lavishly scaled
dance numbers and the biggest bananas in the
world, is 75 cents.

Guarneri Artistry Makes Music Alive
RY ALICE HENRETIG
Oracle Staff Writer
The music of three 20th century
works came alive through the
artistry of the Guarneri String
Quartet in their strenuous performance to a highly ap preciative audience of 500
Saturday night, which concluded
the
group's
two
week
engagement at USF.
The world-acclaimed Guarneri
String Quartet, comprised of
individually established virtuoso
performers Michael Tree on
viola , Arnold Steinhardt on
violin, David Soyer on cello and
John Dalley on violin, rendered
Webern's "Five Movements for

..

•
music

String Quartet," "Quartet, No. 3,
Opus 22," by Hindemith, and
Dvorak's ~'Quartet in F Major,
Opus 96, No. 6."
TllE .EVENING'S music inflated in feeling from Webern's
brooding , imposing piece to
Hindemith's capricious energy
and the more fluid, blended
impressions of Dvorak's work
and finally to the fluttery encore
of an early Mozart. The i.m-

'

predictable form of tension
tempered by silences, ·which
characterized
the
"Five
Movements" along with unison
melodies and sensitive , imploring strains, was executed
with mastery by the Guarneri.
The forceful, dynamic changes
demanded by Hindemith's
diverse work were met with a
flurry of bow swings and pizzicottos and accelerated tur-

ning of music pages as the
foursome maintained their
polished professionalism with the
pace. Both the pieces by Dvorak
and Hindemith were given orchestral projection and ensemble by the brilliance of the
Guarneri rendering .
Original effects added by the
Guarneri to such works as "Five
Movements," which included
intentionally scratchy playing,
hold with them a responsibility in
the face of controversy, according to Michael Tree.
The Guarneri String Quartet
was founded nine years ago at
Vermont's Marlboro Music
Festival at the suggestion of a

member of the famous Budapest
Quartet. Another member of that
quartet suggested the name
Guarneri, after the 18th century
violin maker. The .four members
of Guarneri, who each made their
solo concert debuts in their teens,
made their debut as a quartet in
New York City in 1965 and since
then have played around the
world to praising audiences.
Presented through the Florida
Center for the Arts, the Guarneri
performed six evening concerts
and a host of master classes and
open rehearsals during their
residency as guest artists in the
USF Summer Chamber Music
Series.

Grahme Classic To Be Offere.d
In Summer Children's Festival
Kenneth Grahme's children
classic, "The Wind in the
Willows ." will be presented as
part of the Speech Comm uni cation
Department's
Summer Festival of Children's
Literature on Wednesday and
Saturday at 2 p.m. in LAN 103.
The chapter of episodes to be
portrayed , which is entitled "The
Piper at the Gates of Dawn," was
chosen by Bernard Downs,
director and assistant professor
of speech communication, from a
summer-long series of daily tales
which Grahme wrote for his
young son while the latter was
away on vacation. The entire
collection of these tales in
chapter form, comprises "The
Wind in the Willows."
"SOME ASKED Grahme why
he didn't write more.
His
language is so beautiful and his
characters are so multidimensional, but he Was a banker
by profession . Grahme merely

Future Shock'
To Be Shown
At Library
"Future Shock," a film based
on Alvin Toffler's controversial
best seller, will be shown free
July 18 at 7: 30 p.m. in the Tampa
Public Library auditorium .
Narrated by Orson Welles, the
movie depicts imaginative
documentation and perceptive
interpretation of rapid social and
technological changes and their
effects . The illnesses and
problems arising from man's
difficulty in adjusting to these
accelerating changes will be
traced .
The Tampa Public Library is
located at 900 N. Ashley St.

(preview)
replied that he didn't want to,"
Downs said.
All of the works in "The Wind in
the Willows" are fantasies with
animals. "The Piper at the Gates
of Dawn" relates the story of a
mole arid a rat, both "Victorian
1<:nglish Gentlemen" types who
are searching for a lost baby
animal. Their encounter with
Pan, the god of the forest who
protects animals, . has some interesting results.
Downs has cast Cathleen Heldt
and Julie Murray to play the
male roles of Mole and Rat,
respectively. and Alan Manning
will narrate the play from the
author's point of view.
"I FEEL that the sex reversal
of having women play the animal
roles will work in the play to
make .them more different from
humankind, the man-human
narrator," Downs explained.
Lee Ahlin, who played and

SPORTS C:\H

SERVICE
Professional Service
at Tampa's newest shop
by. Tampa's oldest sport's
. car dealership
Authorized M.G., Jaguar,
Lamborghini
Sales and Service
DA VE HEINZ IMPORTS
1101 E. Hillsborough
Ph. 238-8485

composed the music for last
quarter's theatre presentation of
"Blood Wedding," will provide
live
original
guitar
accompaniment for "The Wind in
the Willows."
The play which will be
presented in Reader's Theatre
fashion with off-stage focus, will
be appreciable by adults and
children alike, according to
Downs.
"The British, and Grahme was
an Englishman, don't talk down
to their children as we seem to do
often in America," Downs said.
Admission is free .

LAN 103

50t w/l.D.

Friday, July 20
Saturday, July 21 8:30 p.m.
Sunday, July 22 8:30 p.m.

DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD PLASMA
PROGRAM AND RECEIVE l/P TO $40 A MONTH
BRING STUDENT ID OR THIS AD
AND RECEIVE A BONUS WITH YOUR FIRST
DONATION

HYLAND DONOR CENTER
238 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, Fla 33602
appointment available to fit your class schedule
call 253-2844
Monday through Friday

7AM to2 PM ·
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Friday's Concert
featured Dr. John (left), Tim Bogert and Jeff Beck.
-

-Rebennack:A .Musician With Spirit~·~
BYVIVIANMULEY
Entertainment Editor
Malcolm "Mac" Rebennack
wore a straw. hat and carried a
.·quart of orange juice in his vest
pocket.
He didn't seem the same as the
man who wore a head of feathers
and a poncho-type coat that offset
the colorful attire. But he still
had· the charismatic effect.
MAC REBENNACK is a quiet
man who speaks with a heavy'
Louisiana accent.
He's
somewhat older and more experienced_ than the usual
musician that performs before
young Tampa audiences.
Mac Rebennack is Dr. John -the night tripper, the voodoo man
recognized as the King of
"FUNK" from New Orleans.

In .an. .interview, , Rebennack
would not classify his niusic into
any special category.
"IT'S JUST music," he said.
"Music is all music . To me
there's no this kind and that kind.
There has to be unification.
When it's divided it don't really
mean nothing at all, man."
Rebennack is definitely and
naturally influenced by his
"home and all the people from
New Orleans.
All influences
form very precise music," he
sa1"d .
He said he formed his group
because "there have always been
many interests in funk musfc just
from guys spreading it. · There
wasn't much left in New. Orleans
--if I didn't form it someone else
would. People are turning on all
kinds of stuff around the world.

Music is pie.king up," he .said.
MANY
NEW
Orleans
musicians were moving out to the
coast or elsewhere, so Rebennack
took his music and syncopated
groups of interrelating musicians
over a period of years.
While Rebennack did not look
too kindly to the technicalities
and delays of the "In .Concert"
and "Midni.ght Special" show.she
appeared on recently, he. admitted the audio-video taped
concert was "gonna happen" and
· asse t to th e
pro ba bl y be a ma1or
music industry.
As for the "In Concert" show
he said half the audience had left
by the time his group had come
on. "The show started at 2 in the
afternoon and we didn't go on
until 18 hours later," he said.
"MIDNIGHT Special" was a

Dr. John Real Star At Show
Billing Beck, Bogert, Appice
BY VIVIAN MULEY
Entertainment Editor
When Jeff Beck, Tim Bogert
and Carmine Appice appeared at
Tampa's Curtis Hixon Hall
Friday night, the audience called
them back for two encores.
There was no question .as to
Beck, Bogert and Appice's
abilities. They are good and they
can perform that loud, heavy
"boogie" music that Tampa
audiences crave.
BUT THEIR ability to turn
audiences on can only be attributable for what they have
going for them. Jeff Beck is a
veteran of the Yardbirds, one of
the top English groups of the midsixties, an assortment of Jeff
Beck groups and his appearances
as guest artist on numerous
popular albums.
. As for Tim Bogert, he's been in
the music circuit just as long. He
played with "second bill groups
and bar bands" before he finally
hit it big with the Vanilla Fudge
and later, Cactus.
Now the two music masters are
together.
"WE'VE ALWAYS had a
mutual respect for each other,"

Jeuitw)
Bogert said after the show. "We
all come from a rhythm and blties .
background. We don't follow any
trends of music, but play our own
brand of rock and roll."
·
The group, on their third date
of their first tour, performed all
of their songs off their album on
the Columbia label. And they
each had their allotted solo. They
opened with "Suspicion" but
their best number was their last
song before their encores., "Why
Should I Care About You."
Beck told the Oracle the group
is working on some new material,
for an album which may come
out in September.
"WE NEED to get organized
musically," he said. "We've only
been together 11 months and
doing solid gigs for about four
months."
But although Beck, Bogert and
Appice are by far exceptional
musicians, there was no doubt

that Dr. John was the real star of
the show.
Despite a 15 minute delay due
to problems with his piano, Dr.
John p1ovided a heavily polished
show.
HE SAID he could not account
for the problem with his piano
because "it's hard to judge things
on one night gigs. You never
know how the equipment is going
to work."
Dr. John and his revue opened
their set with a colorful array of
feathers, glitter and "Ico, lco."
The two sensuous young
women -- Robbie Montgomery
and Jesse Smith -- that sing with
Dr. John added some fine harmonies and textures to the act,
along with the expertise of the
rest of the band -- Jerry Jummonville on sax, John Boudreaux
on drums, Darryl Leonard on
trumpet, Hobert Welch on guitar,
and George Plumber on bass.
DH . .JOHN exhibited his New
Orleans voodoo, funk music with
a mesmerizing effect on the
audience. He performed with the
ease of any professional master.
Hopefully, the audience
realized and appreciated what. an
amount of musical talent lay
before them.

"If3
.T.f.r~

little different. ."I.t was w.ekd.
1
. ?1
•
They let us play two songs," he
said. "You had to maneuver into
and around TV so we had to play
without everyone in the group,"
he said.
.
.
.
Rebennack, who has been
' .
. .•
.
recording on albums since the
1950's, will be working on a new
.
·· •
album at the end of next month in . . BG!rlSB.lJllB.~
Miami, where he first met Duane. ·
.
.
\.J
Allman .. "I thought he was as
TA~
good as Eric Clapton," he said.
At..,..,
Rebennack said people are
/'VJ I
tr ymg
· to ma ke h"1m become more
. · • •
commercial but he doesn't want
·.
to be. "It's hard to do certain
kinds of things I would like to do
~At . Qr.'\""--'
for people to acccept," Reben~\..\;l\;;/l"I
nack said.
F~
Rebennack is a musician with
.._It">
~ .. tnt:!
spirit.
V
P.Nv;J

SOMEONE
.
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2 Free Cokes
on
.WEDNESDAYS

with any pizza

***

DOMINO'S

PIZZA
Phone 971-7875

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . 1so1 stt0wA\of£.,cuHYn,A1uc·TIMM
PHONE £5S-o861
We f!lso m.ake xerox ~ies

No extra charge for colored bond _,.
paper

•
•
•
•

Sales letters
Catalog Sheets
Bulletins
Form1

• Notices

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dire:t Mail
Instructions
Data Sheets
Order Forms
Work Sheets
Announcements

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU BETIER

.-*' .

~
·:··
·~

insfy·prints
~ 4347 W. Kennedy Blvd .
Tampa, Fla. 33609
679·4684

Envelope•
Letterheads
Circulars
Handbills
Poat Catds
Brochures
~Ml Organs
Cost Sheets
Price Lists
Resur.tes
Stuffers
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Cager Slate Set
been a strong team and The
Citadel, a strong defensive team
will be among the toughest op~
ponents.
THIS SEASON'S coaching will
be "more difficult" with the loss
of assistant coach Bob Shiver
Williams said. Shiver recently
became the USF Golf Course
manager.
However, Phil Collins, who has
been promoted from student
assistant to assistant coach, "has
proved himself an effective
recruiter," Williams said. The
coach though did not know if
Collins would take over the
coaching duties of the Junior
Varsity teams.
"It will all depend on what our
budget allows," Williams said.
THERE HAS been some delays
in deciding if a J.V. team was
neccessary but Williams said,
"Now that we have finished
recruiting we will have 18 or 19
players on scholarships and if we
have a 12-man team we will need
some kind of program for 6 or 7
players."
He said he was now trying to
schedule J .V. games against
schools in the area and "we
should have 12-16 good opponents
from just the area here."
Summing up next year's team,
Wil!iams said, "If everyone we
signed shows up, we will be well
for this phase · of our development."
PRACTiCE according to
NCAA regulations can begin
October 15, but Williams said the
be
will
members
team
working out on their own prior to
the official opening of practice.
open
Brahman's
'fhe
November 30 against Florida
Tech at Curtis Hixon .

BY LENORA LAKE
Oracle Sports Editor
The 1973-74 basketball schedule
of 26 games, which includes 14 at
home, has been completed, said
coach Don Williams.
Fourteen of the opponents are
University Division teams. USF
has applied for a division change
from the College to the University Division and Williams said
this "accelerated our schedule."
state
TH~ · NCAA. rules
Unive,rsity teams must play onehalf ·µf their schedule against
University teams and "we might
not have done this this year if we
hadn't planned the change,"
Williams said.
Ten of the opponents are new to
the Brahman slate. They are:
Tennessee Tech, Dayton, Butler,
the University of Chicago,
Arkansas State; Valparaiso,
Long Island University, Rhode
Island, Tennessee and the
Athletes in Action.
The Athletes in Action is a
Christian team, composed of
college graduates, including
some All-Americans, Williams
said.
"I CONTACTED them because
I wanted us to play a team like
that. At halftime they'll give a
testimony," he said.
The location of home games
will vary between Curtis Hixon
Hall, Ft. Homer Hesterly Armory
and Bayfront Center, in St.
Petersburg.
"We are having a game in St.
Pete to involve our St. Pete

Don Williams
students and fans," Williams
said
IF THE BA YFRONT Center
game is successful, at least one
game a year and possibly more
will be played there "as we wi:mt
to make full use of the wonderful
building and Curtis Hixon is
sometimes hard to get,"
·
Williams added.
·The coach said this year's
schedule is "consistently harder"
than last season's 25 games .
''Overall they are better
teams," Williams said. "When
we talk about Tennessee, Dayton,
Florida State and St. Louis, we
are talking about some of t1:1e best
in the country."
Williams also said Butler,
which schedules only top 10
schools, Long Island, which has

Wright Adds
.412 Hitter
BY MIKE KASZUBA
Oracle Sports Writer
Weldon Wright, a hard hitting
.third basem'an, became the first
player from neighboring Florida
College lo sign with USF, said
baseball coach Beefy Wright.
"They <l<'lorida College>
haveit'l'been noted as a baseball
school, but they've signed some
of the better boys in the country
for next year's tea.m ." Wright
said.
A LIKELY candidate for either
third base or an outfield position,
Wright was described by his new
coach as "a hitter who can hit for
both average and power along
with a good arm."
In addition to a .412 batting
average, Wright slugged four
homeruns for Florida College last

Golf Tourney:
Deadline Today
. Today is the last day .to sign up
for the 18 hole Intramural golf
tourney on July 21 at the USF
Golf Course.
S\gn-up sheets are a\ ailable in
the Intramural Office <PED 105>.
'.'So far we've only had three
people sign up for the golf
tourney, but we're hoping for
more people to take interest
before the deadline," Andy
of
coordinator
Honker,
recreational sports, said.
Honker said the tournament
will be canceled if there aren't
any more participants.
If the tourney is held, golfers
can bring their own clubs, rent a
set for $1 at the golf course, or
check out clubs from the
equipment room <GYM 105Bl.
The tournament is open to all
staff members and students.

Gibson, Buxton
Top Bowlers
Rick Gibson was top bowler in
the men's division with a 208
game and 543 in series play.
Sheari Buxton was the top woman
bowler with a 157 game and 412 in
the series.

year, two of which were tape
measure shots.
"He's got plenty of power and
is capable of putting a ball 380 to
-too feet," Coach Wright said.
"I've known him since he was in
little league and he also played
for me when he was 16 and I was
coaching youth league."
WBIGllT. a King High school
graduate, is a long time friend
and high· school teammate of
Tommy Guess. another USF
signee.
Wright is not related to· the
baseball coach.

intramurals
Thursday's intramural so.flball games
wer.e rained out. Play will resume today at
4: 15 p.m. and scores will be reported in
Thursday's Oracle.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Oracle Advertising is now accepting
applications for :
Sales Representatives

16-20 Hrs.

Artist

10 Hrs.

Photographer

10 .Hrs.

These positions are for Qtr. I - 1973
AWf't in person

to
Sue Alongi - LAN 472

1973-74 Basketball Schedule
DATE
Nov. 30
Dec. 1
Dec. 8
Dec,. 10
Dec. 13
Dec. 17
Dec. 20
Dec. 29
Jan. 3
Jan. 5
Jan. 8
Jan. 10
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 21
Jan. 26
Jan. 30
Feb. 2
Feb. 9
Feb. 11
Feb. 16
Feb. 19
Feb. 22
Feb. 23
Feb. 26

SITE

OPPONENT
Florida Tech
Florida
Arkansas State
Tennessee
Mercer
Tennessee Tech
Old Dominion
U. of Missouri
Valpariso
St. Louis U.
West Florida
The Citadel
Mississippi State
FloridaA&M
Florida State
Missouri at St. Louis
Long Island U.
Athletes in Action
Rhode Island
Florida State
Dayton
Armstrong State
Florida Southern
U. of Chicago
West Florida
Butler

Curtis Hixon
Gainesville
Jonesboro
Knoxville
Ft. Hesterly
Curtis Hixon
Norfolk
St. Louis
Ft. Hesterly
Curtis Hixon
Pensacola
Curtis Hixon
Starksville
Curtis Hixon
Curtis Hixon
Curtis Hixon
Curtis Hixon
Curtis Hixon
Kingst<,m
Tallahassee
St. Petersburg
Savannah
Lakeland
Ft. Hesterly
Ft. Hesterly
Indianapolis

Wrestling Training Begins
TUSCALOOSA, ALA. (UPI) -Winners of the Amateur Athletic
Union National Junior Wrestling
this
here
Championships
weekend begin training this week
for the world wrestling cham -

pionships in Miami.
Bill Rosado of Tuscon, Ariz.,
won two AAU titles during the
tournaments here. He captured
the freestyle crown at 105.5
pounds Saturday ·

Do Your "Re8earch At

THE LIBRARY LOUNGE
10924 Nebraska· Ave.
Band Thurs.~Sun~
Package Store

Freshmenf Sophomoresf Juniorsl

REAL ESTATE
as a career
investments/property management/sales

If you haven't thought about it,
we'd like to give you some insights.
1. DEGREE NOT NECESSARILY REQUIRED.
The ~bility to get along with people is the paramount
requirement.
2. AGE IS NO FACTOR.
The average age in the Olson organization is 29.
3. INCOME HAS NO LIMIT
AND BEGINS IMMEDIATELY.
All Olson first year men and women have earned
$15,000 minimum.
4. OPENINGS ARE AVAILABLE.
Expansion at Olson & Associates has never slowed.
This multi-office firm has a planned expansion rate,
creating openings daily.
5. NO EXPERIENCE OR FORMAL
TRAINING NECESSARY.
In fact, people without real estate experience
·
are preferred.
6. OLSON SPECIALIZES IN
WATERFRONT REAL ESTATE .
Working conditions are the finest .. The customers
are usually more affluent, and a higher majority
of sales are made for cash.

For more information and a free brochure,
write or phone collect:
Personnel Director
12601 Gulf Boulevard
Treasur:e Island, Florida 33706
(813) 360-0855
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Bike Olympic s:
53 Participa nts,
100 Onlooke rs
BY MIKE KASZUBA
Oracle Sports Writer

Oracle Photo bV Ste11e Brier

The USF Bike Olympics
... were held Sunday afternoon in the
Gym parking lot. Seven bike events for
amateurs and professionals were held
including special categories for

veterans and teams. The Olympics,
sponsored by the USF Bicycle Club,
are held every third Sunday at 1 p.m.

The USF Bicycle Club sponsored its fifth Bike Olympics in
the Gym parking lot before ·an
I estimated crowd of 100 people.
Fifty-three participants took
part in seven bike events, inboth
for
races
cluding
·professionals and amateurs.
"We classify anyone who has
raced a couple times before as
pros and those who haven't raced
hefore amateurs," explained Dr.
Jesse Binford, faculty sponsor.
OTHER EVENTS were the
"miss and out", in which the last
racer after each lap was ·
eliminated until there remained
only one cyclist, a veterans race,
for entries 30 years old and over,
a pursuit race, were four racers
started at different positions and
times in ari . effort to overtake
each other, and a team event.
Binford said. the $1 entry fee
was used to buy trophies and
prizes for the winners .
"We've been holding the Bike
Olympics every third Sunday at 1
p.m . and we'll run them right on
through the summer and fall. I
think the races are gradually
catching on," Binford said.

Canoeing Fun For Youth
given instruction in individual and
team sports. The canoes are put in at
the 301 Fish Camp and participants
canoe to Morris Bridge Road.

recreational areas (if the
recreational sports budget is
cutl," he said.
INTRAMURALS offer student
participation in team sports such
as softball, basketball, football
and volleyball , in addition to
individual sports including golf,
tennis and paddleball.
Honker, who has been at USF
years, said intramurals
four
participation has been on the
increase.
Qtr. 2 there were 80 intramural
70 softball
basketball teams.
teams participated during Qtr. 3.
This quarter, there are 10 softball
teams.
BECAUSE OF increased
participation, more officials are
needed.
Honker said often it is difficult
to find officials because of "the
low pay ."
Pay is figured $1.60 per hour or
$2.40 for softball, football or
Volleyball
basketball game.
games last less than an hour so
are only $1.60 per game.

"WE HA VE never said that
women couldn't play," he said.
However he added the situation
of a women wishing to join a
men's football team had never
arisen.
"That would be the only sport
in which they couldn't participate, because there would just
be too much danger of getting
hurt." he said.
Last fall there was a coed flag
football team, but the girls could
only block girls and the guys
block guys."

LUTZ PAINT
& BODY SHOP
Tiie place to liave you
r repaired correctly.

Appointments
Available .
Daily 9·6

Thurs. & Fri. 9-7:30

1 3520

UNIVERSITl PLAZA

& 48U3 BU~CH Pl . \ZA

ANNOUNCES NEW
10 WEEK SCHEDULE
(SAME AS OTHER USF COURSES)
IN SEPTEMBER
CHANNEL16
WUSF-TV
USF College Credit Courses by television - in your own home or
in a reserved room on campus.

QUARTER I SCHEDULE
ANT

371-501

ENG

211-501

GPY

371-503

MUS

371-501

PSY

201-501

SSI

301-501

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ( 4)
(Dr. Evelyn Kessler)
CURRENT NOVELS (3)
(Dr. Lawrence Broer)
WEATHER&MAN(5)
(Dr. Hans Neuberger)
ISSUES IN MUSIC (2)
(Dr. Jacques Abram)
INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY (5)
(Dr. Paschal Strong)
SOCIAL SCIENCE STATISTICS (4)
(Dr. Karl Achenbach)

NEW COllRSE BY RADIO (WUSF-FM, 89.7)
MUS

THERE IS little chance of pay
increase next year, according to
Honker.
"We'll probably just get more
teams but not more money for
referees," he said .
Honker said many of the teams
are coed although students may
join a men's or women's team.

PH-971·3633

Hours

No Changes Planned For IM
BY LENORA LAKE
Oracle Sports Editor
No changes are planned in the
yearround intramural programs
but several organizational
changes will be made.
Andy Honker, coordinator of
recreational sports, said the
major change will be new rules
for tournaments, requiring them
to be double elimination.
HE SAID the changes will be
listed in the new recreational
handbook, available to students
Honker is
in September.
currently making the annual
revisions of the book
are
handbooks
These
distributed to teams, FOCUS and
other orientation programs,
exchanged with other schools and
mailed to interested prospective
students .
No new equipment purchases
are plannedd for next year, exworn out
cept to replace
equipment.
"WE USUALLY have to do this
all year just to keep a good supply
of bats, balls and other equipment," Honker said.
Next year's budget has not
been released yet, but Honker
said he did not predict any cutbacks in his program.
well
pretty
are
"We
established, we won't cut down
the programs but we might have
to change the staffing of

HE ADDED the club was also
holding bike time trials C\'ery
second Sunday at 8 a.m.
"These races will be · held at
Skipper Road and Houte :Jlll.
because it's a little softer to race
on the roads," Binford said.
Doug
Winners were pro:
Jim
Donaldson: amateur:
Burton: amateur women: · Carol
Roemer: "miss and out": Dean
Dan
Hammond: veterans :
Hilliard: pursuit: Mike Overcash: team : Chain Wheel Drive.

RAZOR CUTS
HAIR STYLING

Oracle Photo by Linda Rodgers

. . . has been added as part of the
Summer Youth Program, a summer
long program for the underpriviledged
in the Tampa Bay area. The youth are

been
"We've
holding the Bike
Olympics every third
Sunday at I p.m. and
we'll :run them right
the
through
on
summer and fall. I
think the races are
catching
gradually
on."
--Dr. Jesse Binford

907 129thAve
PH. 971-1115

205-501

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC MUSIC
(3)
(Dr. Larry Austin)

TO REGISTER - Fill out an Add Form, September 18-21, at the
Y.O.U. desk in the Gym, or come to the Y.O .U. Office in the
basement of the Library, UL! 20-D. For additional information,
call 974-2341,extcnsion 23.
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Determine Access To Files
1

Records' Board To Be Named

BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle Staff Writer
A committee. to set guidelines
for access to student and staff
personnel records throughout the
state will be named at today's
Council of Presidents meeting,
according to Mary Seals, Board
of Regents <BOR l associate
director of Personnel and
Facµlty Relat~ons.
Members ofthe c6mrnittee will
be announced to the presidents of
the nine state universities by Dr.
George Bedell, BOR director. of
Personnel and Faculty Relations,
Seals said, noting the first
committee meeting will be "later
in the week." She said the group
will review "several interpretations" of a law relating to
confidential records of state
empfoyes and students.
I>R. .JAC'K Sutton, BOR
Assistant vice chancellor for
Academic Affairs, said the law,
recently
passed
by
the

Legislature as part of the Omnibus Education Bill was interpreted by State Attorney
General Robert Shevin to require
all records "unless the law
specifically speaks to that group"
be public. The only group of
records the law refers to as
confidential are evaluations,
Sutton said.
"We're not quite sure how far it
<the !awl goes," Sutton said. "It
maywind up that we won't ask
the kind of information on applications that would prove

embarassing if it were public, but
I'm just speculating."
The presidents will also hear a
report on the status of a legal
appeal now in progress because
of an Internal Revenue Service
(IRS l decision in Colorado
prohibiting state universities
from
using
funds
from
racetracks. In previous years,
one day each year was set aside
by racetracks for universities,
and all earnings from this day
were given to the institutions.
"IT LOOKS AS i( the IRS ruling

blanketed the country," Sutton
said. "We have appealed it for
Florida."
The racetrack money which
would have been allocated to USF
is probably about $50,000, according to Dr. Joe Howell, vice
president for Student Affairs:
The anticipated loss of this
revenue was one reason for a
cutback in this year's Activities
and Service budget.
Other business on the Council
of President's agenda include
discussion of tentative budget

allocations and reports on
campus drug abuse. A report on
visitation in residence halls and
the progress of teacher centers is
also scheduled, Sutton said.
Joe Busta, special assistant to
Pres. Cecil Mackey, said
yesterday Mackey will receive
the initial breakdown of the
University's 1973-74 operating
budget at today's meeting.
USF's lump sum appropriation
for the coming year is $34,594,607
while last year's total was
$32,266,191.

Cheat Case ·
Revlevv Up
To Mackey
A revised policy for dealing
with "academic dishonesty" and
allowing a student-faculty
committee to review cases. has
been approved by Dr. Carl Riggs,
vice president for Academic
Affairs. and now awaits action by
Pres. Cecil Mackey.
The new policy. originally
proposed and approved by the
Council of Deans, would allow
t>ither the dehn of the college
involv<'d or the student to request
a group· eomposed of half
students and hnlf faculty to
"revi<'w what happened," Higgs
s.aid. He suggested the college
academic grievance committee
as the likely review board.
",\ <'Ol 'PLE of problems came
up !his y<•ar:· Higgs said: "The·
PXisting policy Was not completely adequate."
Dt>ans t<:d Kopp of t<:ngineeFing
and Kt•mper Merriam of
Busint•ss Administration
suggested the policy revision,
said.
because
of
Riggs
"problems" occurring in thC'ir
colleg<'s.
Tht•y studied the
existing . policy <~nd .Presented
their suggest<•d changes .to the
(;ouncil of l>Pans for approval.
Higgs said a student . may
"<:ha!lenge" any member of the
review committee and request a
substi.tution. Ht• said he thought
this
was
.a
student's
"prerogative."
"Students should have the
prerogative to say 'I don't want
that person becaUS<' he's
prejudiced against me.'" Higgs
said.
Mackey said yesterday he h<Jd
received the proposal but had not
. yet acted on it.

Sessions Set
For Transfer
Students Today
The first Focus session of
community or junior college
transfer students starts today.
During this session transfer
students will be advised by
. their colleges and academic
differences between USF and
community colleges will be
stressed, according to Vicki
Wallenfels, assistant to the
Focus coordinator.
There will be seven sessions
of
transfer
students.
"Sessions one and four will
have 180 students each, but the
rest we will hold down to 135,"
she said.

Live With Us
Happiness is being where the action is.
That's. why we plan a variety of social activities
for your entertainment~ Take 'em or leave 'em.
Bring a friend or come alone. Hither .way, you'll
enjoy the fun things when you live at our place.
.So... make the right move.

Come to where the living is easy.

-1-200 Flt'ldwr \wlllw. Tampa. Vlorida :B6 I 2

Phorw (8U) 971- 1J.').')()
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KINGCOME'S TRIMMINGS
Needlepoint, Monograming, Alterations
Rugs & Pillow Kits Dressmaking Wedding Accessories
10 per cent Off on purchase of needlepoint. crewel. and yarn.
11615 Fla. Ave. at Fowler

( SERVICES OFFERB>)
Free School ages 5 to 10 yrs.
Humanistic Approach
Perceptual Motor Training
Flexible Length of Day
Patricia Moll
Ph. 238-3814
CARSON OPTICAL - 11710 Fla. Ave. 9357854.
Eyeglass RX.
Sunglasses &
photogray; plastic or hardened lenses
made. Gold wire frames & fashioned
frames. Duplicate broken lense~ & repair
frames.
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST--TURABIAN,
UsF; APA, etc. style manuals;
IBM
SELECTRIC with type, changes & Greek
symbols. 5 min. from USF--971-6041. after 6
p.m.
THESIS & Dissertation ·typing.
Experienced. Call Mrs. Daniels 971-7508 after
6 p.m.
'EXTRAORDINARY TYPIST
s+ Years of Quality term papersdissertations-statistical data-thesis-Turablan-USF-Campbell--IBM Selectric,
carbon ribbcin, 4 type styles, picaREFERENCES on request. Call Gloria
884-1969
LESSONS - Guitar, 5-string Banjo. Private
lessons by qualified Instructors. Guitar
rental available. Grissett Music, Ph. 9881419.

CANOE RENTALS
By Day 1Jr Week
Call 935-0018 or 935~ 1476
SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM CORRECTING Selectric, carbon
ribbon, pica or elite. Type changes and
Greek symbols. All types of work ,and
styles. 5 min. from USF. Nina Schiro, 11110
N. 22nd St., 971-2139. If no answer, 235-3261.

(

HELP WANTED

)

COOKS WANTED.
Part and Full-time.
Hillsborough Pizza Hut.
405 E. Hillsborough
Must be 18. Free Pizza.

TV, RADIO, STEREO
HITACHI 8-track car stereo. 6 months old.
Best offer. Call Jon, 974-6477 in Theta,
room 106.
AKAi X200D Reel-to-reel tape deck, auto.
reverse, amplifier cable. Also 60 4-6 hour
tapes. $450.00. Call 971-8657.
KLH LOUDSPEAKER 5 yr. warranty.
excellent condition. Call Tom, 988-2002
10502 N. 53rd St. Temple Terrace.
NEW Complete Thorens Turntables; includes base, dust .a nd cart $199.95 Stereo
World 988-7059.
NEW ·Arvi.n Stereo. components· with. stand
and tapes. Original price $232. Will take
5125. Call.626'1314.

(

AUTOMOTIVE

1968 OPEL RALL YE. Current inspection
sticker; will take best offer. Asking $495.
Call after 5 p.m. 986-1547

)

BEAUTIFUL Flowers for all occasions for
best results, call: Thompson's Flower &
Gift Shop 2319 W. Linebaugh Ave. 935-8263.

(

FOR RENT

NEW 2 BR lux apts. Central A-H, WW
carpets, dishwasher, disposal, kids & pets
OK. $160-unf, $180-fur. Liberal Landlord
(student). Call Bess Carter Assoc. or
Angela Brantley Assoc. Ann Davis Reg.
R.E. Broker. 932-4308.
LA MANCHA DOS APARTMENTS. $72-90
per month. One block from campus, off
Fletcher on 42nd Street. 971-0100.

27 YR. OLD VET wishes to share house. Has
own furn., prefers older students & house
in country. Barry Stinson, 4457 First Ave.
N., St. Pete. 33713 or call 344-2169.

LOW
MILEAGE
CARS

)

HAND CRAFTED FLUTES. Beautifully,
handmade copper flutes. Available now at
Survival Bookworks, 12303 Nebraska.
Open7daysaweek. 11:00till7:30p.m.

IN THE

Oracle

Campus Talent Night
Featuring
' Tara & John & Glenn"
Ju~ 20

Empty Keg

REAL ESTATE

l

20 ACRES near 1-75 and Hernando Pasco
· College site. Scenic hili;top vi~w. Isolated.
$80,000. R.E. Batten. Rt, 1, B.Oll 42.9, Dade
City, Fla. Phone Brooksville 904 796:4835~
TOWNHOUSE like new near Univ. 3
bedroom reasonably priced tor' quick sale.
988· 2680 or 971-5528.

(

LOST & FOUND )

Saturday,
9 - 12 p.m.

Ju~ 21

$72 - $90

month

*FURNISHED
APTS.
*WA.LK TO
CLASS

LOST red, wire haired terrier, white paws
and nose, very friendly, reward. Contact
Steve Sherman 988-2523 ..

*SWIMMING
POOLS,
)
TENNIS,
REC· BLDGS.
T.V. LOUNGES

FOUND: Ring in indoor USF pool. Contact
Mr. Wright at pool 9-12 Tuesday and
Thursday. 9-4 Monday and Wednesday.

(

PERSONAL

UNITE with Red Star Cadre---MarxistLeninist!
University chapter. Sincere
progressive people to disseminate MaoTse Tung thought. Call 932-5889.

NEBRASKA AT FOWLER

HOT
CONNECTIONS·
COLOR

X

PLUS

SECOND ADULT HIT
. Midnight Sllows
Fri. & Sat. Cont.
Shows from 11 :45

MODEL LPTD Telephone Answering
Machine Reconditioned 5125.00 Also 440
Code-0-Phone with call back. Will trade.
Call 626-1314.

Friday,

1(

971-0007

THIS is your LEVI store. We have denim &
corduroys in regulars&. Bells. Also boots,
shirts & western hats. Only 10 min. lrom
campus.
Bermax Western Wear 8702
Nebraska.

MUSICAL

)

ONE BEDROOM APTS., fully furnished,
carpete~, AC. 5140.00 and $145.00 mo.
Terrace Apartments, Skipper Rd. Call
""after 5:30 p.m. 971-4179.

UNDERGROUND COMIX Largest selection
in Tampa. Over 100 Titles. Survival Bookworks 12303 Nebraska Ave. Open 7 days a
week.

(

12x52 MOBILE HOME. 2 bedrooms. $500.00
and take over payments of 573.81. Set up 3
miles from USF. Call 977-5287:

lL

CLERK-Typist good with figures. Starting
salilry $90 a week. All company benefits.
Call 877-5353 tor appointment.

FOR SALE

12X60 mobile home, 2 bedroom, central heat
& air, 10 minutes from USF in adult park,
$4900, or small down payment and assume
$97 per month. Call 949-2095.

APTS. & HOUSES
TO SHARE

EXTRA
cash (work today-pay today!
guaranteed work, work when you want as
long as you want. Seven days a week.
Apply ready to work. MANPOWER 1919
E. Busch Blvd., 416 W. Kennedy. Hrs. 6
a.m. - 6 p.m.

(

)

MOllll.E HOMES )

(

Ph. 935-8168

*
Reservations now being accepted for
next fall. Specific Apts. reserved
on a 1st come - 1st served basis.

LAMAKCB.A

DOB
1 Block from USF on 42nd
Phone: 97"1-0100

St.t?
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$10,000 From TECO
1

Fusion Power' Study Gets Aid

USF physicists Drs. William
Denver Jones and Norman L.
Oleson , have been awarded a
$10,000 grant from Tampa
Electric Company <TECO) to
further study nuclear fusion as a
source of power.
that
find
If physicists
generating power through
nuclear fusion is feasible, the
world will have access to a
pollution-free power source with
a seemingly unlimited fuel
supply--water.
DWINDLING supplies of coal,
oil and gas have sent scientists of
many countries actively exploring new energy sources .
Sources currently being explored
are nuclea~ fission reaction and
nuclear fusion, according to
Jones.
"The large problem with
fission reactors, where energy is
created by splitting large atoms
such as uranium or thorium, is
the radioactive . waste.· with a
lifetime of hundreds of years,"
said Jones.
Nuclear fusion reactions are
like the energy produced by the
sun or a hydrogen bomb. Energy
is released with the fusion of two
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'The predictions by most knowledgeable
people are that if this process (fusion)
is possible there should be a fusion
reactor in the next 15 to 20 years.'
---William D. Jones
small deuterium atoms into a
larger atom.
FUSION generates only small
amounts of one radioactive
substance. ' tritium, .·a· recyclable
nuclear fuel.
Deuterium can be extracted
from one gallosi of water "for
pennies." One gallon of water
contains enough deuterium to
roughiy.
energy.
produce

USF's College of Nursing
moved toward finai development
with the acceptance of 51
students as its first class.
Selected from 94 applicants , all
are Florida residents and 19 are
currently USF students.
The nursing program offered at

by Garry Trudeau
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KEEPING A substance in a
plasma state long enough to have.
a controlled fusion reaction

USF will be the only four-year
baccalaureate degree program in
central Florida and one of six in
the state.
A total of 12 faculty members
are scheduled to begin teaching
during the opening year of the
college, according to Dr.
Gwendoline MacDonald, dean of
the College of Nursing .
The College of Nursing will
ope'1 in six mobile structures in
the area of the Life Science
building. The mobile facilities
will house classrooms, office
space, library space, seminar
rooms and a laboratory.
Ultimately, the College of
Nursing will be located in the
Phase II section of the USF
Medical Center. Groundbreaking
for Phase II is scheduled for
September 1973 with completion
anticipated in fall 1975.
Phase I of the medical Center,
which will contain the Medical
Schoo, is currently under construction and expected to be
completed in April 1974.
The proposed USF nursing

Med School
Classes Now
Under Way

Y&"S, I'IJ lllr&

1-17

';
~ ......

to that produced by
300 gallons of gasoline.
Jones explained that in order
for two atoms to be fused
together, they must be converted
into an excited state of matter
called plasma .

Norman Oleson

William D. Jones

requires that no solid walls be
used to contain the plasma .
Collision of the hot plasma with
walls leads to energy losses

sufficient to prevent fusion
reactions from taking place.
Currently Jones and Oleson are
experimenting with a machine
that uses magnetic fields to
contain the plasma and sound
waves to heat it.
"The predictions by most
knowledgeable people are that if
this process (fusion) is possible
there should be a fusion reactor
in the next 15 to 20 years. We
expect to demonstrate by 1980 if
it's feasible and then build it,"
Jones said.
USF is one of 40 universities
fusion-related
conducting
research through AEC grants.

Nursing College Okays 51

/
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Although the construction of
the first phase of USF's new
medical school won't be completed until next May, the first
group of students started class
last week in the Science building.
Of 720 in-state and 900 out-ofstate applicants, 36 people were
selected to begin the new
program, Dean Donn L. Smith
said. About half of the students
are from the Tampa Bay area,
Smith said, and a quarter are
from USF.
"IN TERMS of records,
academic average and other
credentials, we try to be as kind
to USF as possible," Smith
noted.
When the second phase of the
medical center is completed in
September of 1975, the facilities
will also include a college of
nursing, student laboratories, a
care
ambulatory
library,
500-person
a
facilities,
auditorium and a cafeteria,
Smith said. Total cost of the
center is $25 million.
Expected enrollment by July of
1974 is 64 students, he noted.
"When the program is fully
developed," Smith said, "it will
include about 160 faculty
members."
The medical school is presently
working closely with the
Administration
Veteran's
Hospital on 30th Street, where
"we're responsible for the
professional activities of the
hospital," Smith said.

curriculum has received approval of the Florida State Board
of Nursing.
Fall quarter courses which are
expected to be approved by the
University are human anatomy,
nutrition , physiology, nursing
processe:s and community health
resources.

Tiie Rar1en
13116

FLORID~

FOUNTAIN
ROOM
AVE.

fAMPA

STANLEY. J.
and MARY .A. FIJAL
11 .A.M. TO 1 l :30 P.M. EVERY DAY.

TEL. 935· 1946

·CAMPlTS CYCLERY
BICYCLE
SALES

5224FOWLER

988-9316

and

1/2

REPAIRS

Mile East

From

U~F

entrance

FROM $i599

'70 VW Campmobile, radio,.heater, fully
equipped.
'71 VW Campmobile, radio, heater, fully
equipped.
'69 VW 7-passenger Bus, w/radio, heater.
Icy cold air conditioning.
'72 VW1131 Super Beetle. Several to
choose from. Some with air conditioning.
'68- '72 VWSquareback Wagons. Several
Some with air con~o choose from.
.
ditioning.
'68 - '71 VW Beetle. Radio and heater.
Several with Air.
Our U1ed VW'1 Come Sll9htly New

LINDELL ·VOLKSWAGEN
3900 W. KENNED¥
PHONE 8.72-4841

